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Introduction. If K and K' are chain complexes of abelian groups, one of

which is torsion-free, then the well-known Kiinneth Theorem states that

the additive group HiK® K') is completely determined by HiK) and

HiK'). However, if K and K' are differential graded rings, it is not neces-

sarily true that the ring HiK ® K') is completely determined by the rings

HiK) and HiK') (cf. Palermo [8]).

It was originally stated by Bockstein [l]and later proved by Palermo

[8] that for K and K' both torsion-free differential rings, the ring HiK ® K')

is completely determined by the so-called homology spectra of K and K'.

The (multiplicative) homology spectrum of K consists of the rings HiK)

and HiK® Zm) (for all m > 0), together with all the coefficient homomor-

phisms and Bockstein connecting homomorphisms. (This concept was first

used by Bockstein and later by J. H. C. Whitehead [9].) In fact a stronger

statement was proved: the (multiplicative) homology spectrum of K ® K'

is completely determined by the (multiplicative) homology spectra of K

and K'. Unfortunately, however, the construction used in the proof was

extremely involved and cumbersome.

In §1 the notion of an homology spectrum is generalized to the concept

of (what we have called) a Bockstein spectrum and a structure-classification

theorem is stated. In §2 the tensor product of Bockstein spectra is defined

(it is not another spectrum, but just an abelian group). Some known theo-

rems are rephrased in terms of spectra and several new theorems are proved.

The most important of these (Theorem 2.2) states that if K, K', and K"

are chain complexes of torsion-free abelian groups, then the tensor product

of the homology spectra of K, K', and K" is precisely the group

HiK® K'® K"). If K, K', and K" are differential graded rings, then it

is possible to define a multiplication in the tensor product of the homology

spectra so that the isomorphism of Theorem 2.2 becomes a ring isomorphism

(Corollary 3.3). Another, though unrelated, consequence of Theorem 2.2

is a generalization of the Triple Kiinneth Theorem of MacLane [6]; this

is omitted here and will be treated in a future paper.

In the last section, Theorem 2.2 is used to construct for each m ¡g 0 a

group RmiK,K') which, for K and K' torsion-free differential graded rings,
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is (ring) isomorphic to HiK® K') for m = 0 and to HiK® K' ® Zm) for

m > 0 and depends only on the (multiplicative) homology spectra of K

and K'. This leads to a new proof of the fact that the (multiplicative)

homology spectrum of K ® K' is completely determined by the (multiplica-

tive) homology spectra of K and K' (Theorem 4.2). The advantages of

this proof are that it provides a (relatively) simple construction (especially

with regard to products) and it treats both the case m = 0 and m > 0 in

a more or less symmetric fashion.

1. Definition of Bockstein spectra.

Definition 1.1. Let Z+ denote the non-negative integers. A Bockstein

spectrum is a collection of abelian groups {.Bm|m(EZ+} such that for each

pair im, k) ElZ+ X Z+ there are homomorphisms

Am : Bmk —» Bm   and   /C&: Bm —» B^

with the following properties:

(1) \Z = p-m is the identity map on Bm (m ^ 0);

(2) \M*=xr: Bmhk^Bm imhk^O);

(3) PmhkpZk = id*'- Bm—,Bmhk imhk>0);

(4) fiZh\m = \mh Hmhk'- Bmk^>Bmh ihk > 0);

(5) X^nZk is multiplication by k in Bm imk > 0) and /toXÜ, is the zero

map on B0;

(6) MomX™* = kuf: B^Bo im > 0)   and M = kx0»*: B^B* (m > 0).
Some of the more useful examples of Bockstein spectra are the following.

Let Z0 denote the integers and Zm im > 0) the integers mod m. Let X¡¡¡* be

the canonical projection: Zmk-^Zm and p2k ik > 0) the canonical injection:

Zm-^Znu,. Define p." to be the zero map. Then it is easy to verify that

iZm,\,p) is a Bockstein spectrum. It is a special case of the following

example.

If K is a (not necessarily positive) chain complex of torsion-free abelian

groups, let HiKs0) = HiK) denote the integral homology of K and let

HiK, m) im > 0) denote the homology of the complex K® Zm (with dif-

ferential d® 1). Define xt imk ^ 0) and mÜ* ik > 0) to be the coefficient

homomorphisms induced by the canonical projections and injections:

Zmk-^Zm and Zm^Zmk. Let & HiK,m) ->HiK,0) = HiK) be the Bock-
stein connecting homomorphism induced by the exact sequence:

0->Z™Z^Zm^0.

This defines the homology spectrum of K; it is denoted by \HiK,m)\.

If G is any abelian group let mG = {gE. G\mg = 0) for m > 0 and let

0G = 0. Let X¡¡J*: mkG^>mG be the map induced by multiplication by k in

G and n^: mG—^^G the inclusion map. The result is a Bockstein spectrum
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which we denote by {mG\. {mG\ can also be considered as the result of

"composing" (in the obvious way) the spectrum \Zm\ with the functor

— ® G, (since Zm® G = mG). Similarly any additive covariant functor from

abelian groups to abelian groups can be composed with a spectrum to

obtain a new spectrum.

Note that if we replace 0G = 0 with the group G and set A¡¡, = 0, po = in-

clusion, then we still obtain a Bockstein spectrum, although it is not the

spectrum {mG J defined above. We denote this spectrum by j mG* \.

Still another Bockstein spectrum is obtained from G by taking the groups

G/mG (m ^ 0) and letting A^: G/mkG—>G/mG be the map induced on

the quotients by the identity map on G and mÍÜ*: G/mG—>G/mkG be the

map induced by multiplication by k in G. As usual this spectrum is denoted

by \G/mG\; it is the composition of the spectrum \Zm\ with the functor

Hom(-.G)  (since Hom(Zm,G) = G/mG).

Finally there is the spectrum [mG\, where A¡f is the inclusion map:

mkG—>mG and p^: mG-^mkG is induced by multiplication by k in G.

G also gives rise to a "constant" Bockstein spectrum by defining Bm= G

for all m and letting A¡^ be the identity and uZk multiplication by k (or

vice-versa).

A map of Bockstein spectra /: B—>B' is a collection of homomorphisms

fm- 5m—»B'm which commute with the various A's and p's in the obvious

way. It is not difficult to show that the Bockstein spectra form an abelian

category.

If B is a Bockstein spectrum, the primary part of B is the collection of

groups [B0,Bpi\ for all prime integers p and i ^ 0, together with the cor-

responding A's and p's. Any Bockstein spectrum B is completely determined

by its primary part, as is shown in the structure theorem below. In the

case where the group Bx = 0 (as in the spectrum \Zm\ and most of the

other examples above) this theorem essentially states the fact that Bm

""íCLi-Bj»¡, where m has a prime decomposition m = p?1- --p?'. This of

course, is well known for most of the examples given above. Since we do

not have any applications of this theorem at present we shall not prove it

here. The proof is not particularly deep, but does get somewhat complicated.

We use the following notation. If A is an abelian group, then ¿^¡A de-

notes the direct sum of t copies of A. AA: A—>¿^¡A is the map given by

AAia) = ia,---,a); VA:J^,A->A is the map given by VAiax, • ••,<!,)

= ax+ ••• +at (a,a,£A). If B is a Bockstein spectrum and m>0 has

a prime decomposition m = pxl • ■ • p?', then the map <¡>m: zZUiBj'¡—>Bm

is the composition VBmi¿Z¡=iPm )• <t>m is the map induced by 4>m on

2^-=1B m,/ker0m. Note that this notation is somewhat ambiguous since

m has other prime decompositions (differing from this one by factors of
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the form p") which (if B0 ¿¿ 0)  give rise to different groups ^Bpn and

maps <t>m.

Theorem 1.1. // B is a Bockstein spectrum, then B is completely deter-

mined by its primary part. In fact if m,k> 0 have prime decompositions

m = p»i... pft k =p*i... pp, then:

(1) for m>0, ^,[^XB m¡/ker<t>m ifor convenience call this group SBm) is

independent of the choice of prime decomposition of m and 0* = </>„: SBm s& Bm;

(2) under the isomorphism <j>*, the maps X™*: Bmk—*Bm p!^: Bm^Bmh

imk>0), \„: Bü—>Bm, and no- Bm—*BQ correspond to the maps induced

on the respective quotients by:

¿Zh^in]    '■ ¿ZB-Ti+ki-i'E.Bmi        iwhere k, = k/pk'),
i=i     Pi ¿=i    ' ¡-i   Vl

±uÍ¡+k¡: ¿B^-ÉB,^
¡=i Pi >-i i-i

(ZrXp?>) ABo: B0^¿B w        iwhere În(m/p?>) = 1),
\i=i / i=i ¿=i

('     mi\       '

E;»  J: ZBpT^B0.

2. The tensor product of Bockstein spectra. In the following definitions

we shall allow the possibility that for any given Bockstein spectrum B,

Bm is a graded abelian group and X and p. are maps of graded groups. We

should remark, however, that in actual practice the only map which may

possibly have nonzero degree will be po (in the spectrum j H(K, m)}, where

K is a complex of torsion-free abelian groups). The degree of a group element

u or a map / will be denoted by | u | and | /1, respectively. The signs in the

definitions below are those which arise from the usual sign convention.

Definition 2.1. If B and B are Bockstein spectra, then B® B is, the

abelian group [J^mi0iBm® Bm)]/S, where S is the subgroup generated

by all elements of the form:

(1) \Tumk®Vm-i-l)^"un*lumk®J¡ZkVm (lîlAèO),

(2) ß^um®vmk-(-l)^^uM®~xTvmi       (mk^O),

(3) ttu,8»,l(-l),|i|T|'|,|""lui«Ä       (m>0),

where u,£ß, and 1>¿EB¿.

Definition 2.2. If B, B, and B are Bockstein spectra, then B® B® B

is the abelian group [J^màti(Bm® Bm® Bm)]/S, where S is the subgroup
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generated by all elements of the form:

(-i)irii^|xr»*®Airw.-»®u>«

- (- l)MW-HWMJiU))ii® Vmk®~Chwm        imk^O),

( _ i) 11 -.. i r i % mn xr Umjfe ® „m g, ~x;>mjfe

— < — 1) '"—' ,:r,M»» ® MSkO.« 10^1        imk^O),

(_ lJK'mlinxU^I^I^Min^^xr^^X^Wm*

- A"m® I'm*® ">,n* (mÄ^O),

XmMÔ",»® "m® Wbt(-DI%IUÍ|T|ÍI)«»,®IA»íi® Wm

+ (_ l)""miTi"miM|f|T|i|)Um0l;(n^x^«;m        (m>0),

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where u, G B¡, v¡ G -ß» u>i G 5,.

Although it is possible to combine these definitions into a single state-

ment, it is convenient here to have separate statements. The tensor product

of spectra can be used to formulate several concepts, as in the following

theorems.

Proposition 2.1. If A, B, and C are abelian groups, then

TorAA,B)^{mA\®{mB\

and

TripAA,B,C)Q¿\mA\®{mB\® |mCj.

Theorem 2.1. If K is a chain complex of torsion-free abelian groups while

G is any abelian group, then

HAK® G) s | HiK,m)} ® {mG*\.

Proposition 2.1 follows immediately from the description of Tor and Trip

by generators and relations given' in MacLane [6]. (N. B. In this paper

Trip-iiA, B,C) is called Tor(A,5,C).) The complete proof of Theorem 2.1

is in Bockstein [4j (in Russian); a partial proof (in French) is in Bockstein

[2]. In Bockstein [3], [5j the concept of the tensor product of (two) spectra

is used to prove both the Universal Coefficient and Kiinneth Theorems.

Hereafter we shall use the following notation. If K is a chain complex

and u G Kp is a cycle, then >j(u) denotes the homology class of u. If du

= mu', then jj(u® lm) denotes the homology class of the m-cycle u ® lm

in.K® Zm. If K, K', and K" are torsion-free chain complexes we introduce

a grading in the spectra tensor product

j H (K, m)\®\ HiK', m)\®\ HiK", m)}

by defining the degree of the (coset of the) element ?j(u® lm) ® niv® lm)
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®tiiw® ljto be| u| + \v\ + \w\ ifm = 0 and\u\ + \v\ + \w\ - 1 if m > 0.

We now state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 2.2. // K, K', and K" are chain complexes of torsion-free abelian

groups, then there is an isomorphism of graded groups:

[HiK,m)\®{HiK',m) \ ® {HiK",m) \ sg H*iK® K' ® K").

Proof. For each m > 0 define a map

Fm: HiK, m) ® HiK', m) ® HiK",m) -. HiK ® K'® K")

as follows. F0 = a: HiK) ® HiK') ® HiK")-* HiK® K' ® K"), where a is

the homology product given by

a[viu) ® 7/(y) ® T)iw)] = r)iu® v® w).

For m > 0, Fm is the composition

HiK,m)®HiK',m)®HiK",m)^HiK® K'® K",m)°-^HiK® K' ® K")

where a is the homology product (mod m) and 5™ is the Bockstein connecting

homomorphism induced by the exact sequence

o^zTAz^zm^o.

Explicitly, we have:

Fm[viu® U ® viv® U ® viw® UJ

= r)[u'® v® w+ i- l)l"lu® v'® w+ (- l)|u|^|l,|u® v® w'],

where du = mu', dv = mv', dw = mw'.

Let

F= víZ^m] :   T,HiK,m)® HiK',m) ® HiK",m) ^HiK® K'® K").

A direct calculation shows that every generator of the subgroup S (of

Definition 2.2) is contained in the kernel of F. Hence F(S) = 0 and F in-

duces a homomorphism

F: \HiK,m)\®{HiK',m)\®\HiK",m)\^HiK® K'® K").

To show that F is an isomorphism it suffices, as usual, to take K, K',

K" to be elementary complexes (cf. Palermo [8]). To avoid unnecessary

trouble with signs we shall assume that all elementary complexes have non-

zero groups only in dimensions 1 and 0, or 0 only, as the case may be.

Zia) and ZJ3) will denote a free group on the generator a and a cyclic

group of order m with generator u, respectively. We shall state the proof

only for the case in which
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K = Zia)^Zia'),       da = ra',r^0;

K' = Z(o)-lz(6'),        db = r'b', r' ¿¿0;

K" = Zic)^Zic'),       de = r"c', r" * 0.

The other cases are similar (and easier). Furthermore, we shall assume

r = pk, r' = pm, r" = p" (p a prime, k ^ m ^n). The justification for this

is given in the Appendix.

In this situation we have:

HAK) - 0;

HoiK) = ZAvia'));

H0iK,m)=Z(m,rAvia'®lm));

HAK,m) = Zim,rAv[m/im,r)a® lm]).

In dimension 1, A¡¡¡* is the map kirfâtf: Z(mk¡r) —» Z(m,r), where k è 0, k

= k/ik,r/im, r)), and it is the canonical projection of cyclic groups. pZh

is the canonical injection i(3&: Z(m,r) —* Z(mkir) (fe>0). po is the injection

irm,r): Z(m_r) —> Zr; it has degree — 1; all other maps are of degree 0. In

dimension 0, \f = icfâtf: Z(mM->Z(m,r) for k^O and u^=kA^!r): Z(m,r)

—» Z(m*,r), where k > 0 and k is as above; p.™ = 0.

HiK',m)  and HiK",m)  are the  same,  mutatis  mutandis.   Further-

more, HAK® K' ® K") =0 if i è 3, and

T/oíK® X'® #") = Z^-nia'®b'® c')];

HAK® K'® K") = Zpkfoia'® b® c' - pm~ka ® b' ® c')}

+ Zpk[nia' ® b'®c- pa~ha ® b' ® c') ];

H2iK® K' ® K") = Zpk[via' ®b®c- pm-ka®b'®c + pn-ha®b® c')}.

A direct calculation shows that F induces an isomorphism of the group

HAK,pk) ® HAK',pk) ® HAK",pk)

+ HAK,ph) ® HAK',pk) ® HAK",pk)

f HAK,ph) ® HAK',pk) ® HAK",pk)

+ HAK) ® HAK') ® HAK")

to HiK® K' ® K"). In particular this implies that no element of the group

(i) is identified with zero (moduloS) in the group ¿L,mS:oHiK, m) ® HiK', m)

® HiK",m) (since FiS) =0). To complete the proof that F induces an

isomorphism on
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J2 HiK, m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK",m)

S

= {HiK, m)}®{ HiK',m)} ® {HiK", m)}

we need only show that every element of ^mî0HiK, m) ® HiK',m)

®HiK",m) is identified (modulo S) with an element of the group (i).

A proof of this fact is given in the Appendix. This completes the proof

of Theorem 2.2.

3. Products.

Definition 3.1. A differential graded ring K over Z is a chain complex

of abelian groups on which an associative and distributive product is de-

fined, so that:

(1) for uÇ£Kp, vE Kq, uv £ Kp+q;
(2) diuv) = idu)v+i-l)]uïuidv);

(3) there is a unit element IGA'o such that lu = ul = u for every u E K.

The following propositions are well known. We state them without proof,

mainly for reference purposes.

Proposition 3.1. 7/ K, K', and K" are differential graded rings, then

HiK® K'® K")  is a idifferential) graded ring, with product defined by:

viu® v® w)r,iû® v®w) = i- l)(l"l+l"'l)|ïl+l?ll«'l,(u„® y¡T® ww).

Proposition 3.2. // K, K', and K" are differential graded rings, then

HiK, m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK",m) is a {differential) graded ring for each

m ^ 0, with product defined by:

[viu® U ® niv® U ® viw® U] • [viü® U ® viv® U ® niw® U]

= (_ l)(i»i + N)N + iîli«'i1|(uû(8, ij® V(VL7® im)®r,iww® U

iwith the obvious modification for m = 0).

If K, K', and K" are torsion-free differential graded rings, we would

like to put a ring structure on \HiK,m)\® {HiK', m)} ® \HiK",m)} in

such a way that the isomorphism

F: {HiK, m)}®\ HiK', m)}®{ HiK", m)} -> HiK ® K'® K")

(of Theorem 2.2) becomes a ring isomorphism. Since {HiK, m)} ® j HiK',m)}

® {HiK",m)} is a quotient group of J^mi0HiK, m) ® HiK',m) ®   HiK",m),

we shall begin by defining a product on this group. We denote by Xm

the map xf ® xf ® X^: HiK, mk) ® HiK', mk) ® HiK", mk) -» HiK, m)
®HiK',m)®HiK",m).

Definition 3.2. Let K, K', and K" be differential graded rings; let

xEHiK.i) ® HiK',i) ® HiK",i) and y G HiK, j) ® HiK'J) ® HiK",j);
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then a product o is given in Y,mi0HiK,m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK",m) by:

xoy= iKx)i\Jcy),

where (i,j) = c and the product on the right is as in Proposition 3.2.

It is easy to verify that under this product J^mi0HiK,m) ® HiK',m)

®HiK",m)  is an (associative)  ring.  Unfortunately,  however,  the map

F:  Y, HW>m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK", m) -> HiK® K' ® K")
miO

(cf. proof of Theorem 2.2) does not preserve the product. (It does not even

behave properly with respect to degrees.) Consequently we shall use thé

o product to define a new product on ^miüHiK, m) ® HiK', m) ® HiK", m)

in such a way that F becomes a ring homomorphism. If a generator

viu ® lm) ® r,iv®lm)®viw® lm) of HiK, m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK", m) is

such that u, v, and w are homogeneous elements of K, K', and K", then it

will be called a homogeneous generator.

Definition 3.3. Let K, K', and K" be chain complexes of torsion-free

abelian groups; then for each m > 0, the map

Dm: HiK,m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK" ,m)^HiK,m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK",m)

is given on a homogeneous generator rjiu® lm)® r¡iv® lm) ® t¡iw® lm) by

Dm = A»„y® 1 ® 1 + (- 1) l-'l ® A^0m® 1 + ( - D |u| + ""l ® 1 ® Aißo-

(Note that the map Dm has degree — 1.)

Definition 3.4. Let K, K', and K" be torsion-free differential graded

rings; let x be a homogeneous generator of HiK,i) ® HiK',i) ® HiK",i)

and y a homogeneous generator of HiKJ) ® HiK'J) ® HiK",j). Then a

product * is given in Ymi0HiK,m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK",m)  by:

x*y = xoy if j = 0;

x*y=i—l)^xoy if j >0 and

x*y = axoDjy+ i- l)lDi*lbDiXoy   if j > 0 and

where ai + bj = ii,j).

The * product behaves somewhat strangely with respect to degrees. Also

it depends on the choice of a and b for each pair ii,j). Under this product

Ymi0HiK,m)® HiK',m)® HiK",m) is a (nonassociative) ring. The

interesting result is

Theorem 3.1. If K, K', and K" are torsion-free differential graded rings,

then the map

F:  Y,HiK,m)®HiK',m)®HiK",m)^HiK®K'®K")

¿ = 0;

i>0,
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is a ring homomorphism with respect to the * product.

The proof of the theorem follows directly from

Lemma 3.1. // K, K', and K" are torsion-free differential rings, then:

(1) for each m}zO, the homology product

a: HiK,m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK",m) ^HiK® K'® K",m)

is a ring homomorphism;

(2) for xE HiK® K'® K",i) (i > 0) and yEHiK® K' ® K"),

«o(* • X?y) - Ü>0x)y;

(3) for x E HiK® K' ® K") and y E HiK® K' ® K",j) ij > 0),

#.y) = (-i)wí(ííy):

(4) for all m, k ^ 0, the following diagram is commutative:

HiK,mk)®HiK',mk)®HiK",mk)AHiK® K'®K",mk)

Cmk L mk

HiK, m) ® HiK', m) ® HiK",m) ■HiK® K'® K",m);

(5) for each m > 0, the folbwing diagram is commutative:

HiK, m) ® HiK', m) ® HiK", m) A HiK ® K'® K", m)

Dm HiK® K'®K")

HiK,m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK", m) —» HiK® K'® K",m).

The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

Corollary 3.1. The subgroup S ofJ^mí0HiK,m) ® HiK', m) ® HiK",m)

icf. Definition 2.2) is an ideal with respect to the * product.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, S = Kernel Fi

Corollary 3.2. The product induced by * in [HiK, m) \® \HiK',m) J

® \HiK",m) \ is associative and is independent of the choice of a and b in

Definition 3.4; hence \HiK,m)\® \HiK',m)\® [HiK",m)\ is a ring

under the product induced by *.

Proof. Since Fix*y) = iFx)iFy) the * product is associative and unique

modulo kernel F = S. But by definition,
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j HiK, m)}®{ HiK', m)\®{ HiK", m)}

£ HiK,m) ® HiK',m) ® HiK",m)

= S '

Corollary 3.3. If K, K', and K" are torsion-free differential graded

rings, then

F: j HiK, m)}®{ HiK',m)} ® {HiK" ,m) }^HiK® K' ® K")

is a ring isomorphism.

Proof. This is immediate from the theorem and preceding corollaries.

4. The homology spectrum of K® K'.

Proposition 4.1. If G is an abelian group, X—>'G is a free resolution of

G, K and K' are chain complexes of torsion-free abelian groups, then there

is an isomorphism:

\HiK,m)}® \HiK',m)\® \HiX,m))^HiK® K'® G).

Proof. By Theorem 2.2 we have

F: { HiK, m)}®\ HiK', m)}®{ HiX, m)j ^ HiK® K' ® X).

An application of the Kiinneth Theorem and the Five Lemma shows that

(1 ® 1 ® e)*: HiK® K' ® X)^HiK® K' ® G) is an isomorphism.

Definition 4.1. Let K and K' be complexes of torsion-free abelian groups;

let Xm be a free resolution of Zm (for each m ^ 0, Z0=Z). Then for each

m 2=0, RmiK,K') is the group \HiK,k)}® \HiK',k) ¡® \HiXm,k) \.
The fact that RmiK, K') is independent of the choice of the resolution

Xm is clear since for each m ^ 0, RmiK,K') ^ HiK® K',m) (a special

case of Proposition 4.1).

We shall now make {RmiK, K')j into a Bockstein spectrum. For each

mH, let Xm be a free resolution of Zm (Z0 = Z). Then the canonical

projections 7r¡¡¡*: Zmk-*Zm ik ^ 0) and injections iZk- Zm^>Zmk (k > 0) can

be lifted to chain transformations A¡£*: X^—*Xm (¿^0) and pZk-

Xm^Xmk ik>0).

For m > 0, let Em be the chain complex augmented over Zm:

o-Z(cm)^z(c;)Azm^o,

where dcm = mc'm and tic'm) = lm. Em is a free resolution of Zm and together

with Zm can be considered as a short exact sequence. Let Xq be the complex

(X0—>'Z) o(Em^'ZJ (obtained by "splicing together" exact sequences in

the usual manner). X™ is a free resolution of Zm such that (X™), = (X0)¿_i

for i ^ 1 and (X™)0 = Z. The identity map on Zm lifts to a chain trans-
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formation Im: Xm—>X¡?. We consider X0 to be 0 in dimension — 1 and

define a chain transformation ¡¡™: Xm^X0 of degree — 1_ by ßo = Im in

positive dimensions and po = 0 in dimension 0. Finally let Xq = ut: X0—>X0

be the lifting of the identity map on Z.

Since the chain complexes Xm are free resolutions, the maps X¡¡¡* and

û ik ^ 0) are unique up to chain homotopy. Consequently they induce

well-defined maps (i.e., independent of the choice of X, p.):

XT*: H(X^,i)-»H(Xm,i)
_ for all m,k,i^ 0.
Umk"-  H iXm, i) —» HiXnk, i)

If K and K' are chain complexes of torsion-free abelian groups then the maps:

l®l®X*mk: HiK,i) ® HiK',i) ® HiX^,i)

^HiK,i)®HiK',i)®HiXm,i),

1 ® 1 ® Äm: HiK, i) ® HiK', i) ® HiXm, i)

-+ HiK, i) ® HiK', i) ® HiX^, i)

induce maps:

AS* : j HiK, i)\®{ HiK', i)}®{ HiXmk, i) \

-> j HiK, i)\®{ HiK', i)\®{ HiXm, i)},

Ck-. j HiK, i)\®{ HiK', i)}®{ HiXm, i) )

- {HiK, i)}®{ HiK',i) \ ® j HiXmk, i) ).

This depends essentially on the fact that X and p~ are chain transforma-

tions, and therefore the induced maps X* and ß~* commute with coefficient

and connecting homomorphisms.

Proposition 4.2. // K and K' are chain complexes of torsion-free abelian

groups, then iRmiK,K'), X, p.) is a Bockstein spectrum.

Proof. Since ~p.mhXm* and X^pZik are both chain maps lifting the same map:

m     mk _     mhk mk .    y y
(mh^m T^mh Lmhk*   ^mk     * ̂ mj

and are therefore chain homotopic, the induced maps are the same, i.e.,

ÄXf = tf¿: R^iK.K^^R^iK.K'). The rest of the proof follows in
a similar fashion.

We shall hereafter assume that the resolution Xm of Zm im ^ 0) is a dif-

ferential graded ring and that e: Xm—>Zm is a ring homomorphism. Such

resolutions do exist; for example the resolution Em of Zm mentioned above

can be made into a differential graded ring by defining the following mul-

tiplication on the generators:
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Crrfim        v, CmCm        Cm        CmCm, CmCm        Cn

A Bockstein spectrum in which each Bm is a ring will be called a mul-

tiplicative Bockstein spectrum. A map of multiplicative spectra is a spectra

map which is a ring homomorphism for each mH, Note that it is not

required that the maps A and p. be ring homomorphisms. If K and K' are

torsion-free differential graded rings, then RmiK, K') is a ring for each m^O

by the preceding remarks; hence { RmiK, K') | is a multiplicative spectrum.

Theorem 4.1. If K and K' are chain complexes of torsion-free abelian

groups, then there is an isomorphism of Bockstein spectra:

{RmiK,K')\^{HiK®K',m)\.

If K and K' are torsion-free differential graded rings, then this is an isomor-

phism of multiplicative spectra.

Proof. For each m S: 0, we have by Proposition 4.1

(l®l®t)*F: RmiK,K')^HiK® K',m).

If K and K' are differential graded rings, then F is a ring isomorphism by

Corollary 3.3 and it is easily verified that (1® 1® «)* is also a ring iso-

morphism.

Thus we need only show that (1 ® 1 ® t)*F is in fact a map of spectra,

i.e., we must show that the following diagram is commutative (for k St 0):

RmkiK,K')

K,K')

m
Pmk

HiK®K'®Xmk)

(1® li

C ® Xm) -

(1® 1<?

(1® 1® t)*

(1® 1® e)t)*

RmkiK,K')^HiK®K'®Xmk)

1  Pmk)*

(1®   1' 0*

HiK® K',mk)

Xmk
m

HiK® K',m)

m
Pmk

HiK® K',mk).

The maps A and p in the right-hand column are induced by the maps

w and i. But the chain transformations A and /T in the center column are

maps which lift it and t, respectively. Therefore the right-hand squares

are commutative.

The maps A and p. in the left-hand column are induced by the chain

transformations A and p in the center column. The map F is induced by

the map ha (a is the homology product and 5 the connecting homomorphism;

cf. Theorem 2.2) ; but on the image of a the map 5 is essentially the map

5® 1® 1±1®5® 1±1® l®á. Since maps induced by chain transforma-

tions commute with a and the various connecting homomorphisms, it follows
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that the left-hand squares are commutative. Hence il® 1® t)*F is an

isomorphism of (multiplicative) spectra.

Theorem 4.2. // K and K' are torsion-free differential graded rings, then

the multiplicative homology spectrum of K® K' is completely determined by

the multiplicative homology spectra of K and K'.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 since by Defini-

tion 4.1, RmiK, K') depends only on the (multiplicative) homology spectra

of K and K' (and, of course, on Zm).

Appendix. We must first show that in Theorem 2.2 it suffices for the proof

to assume r = pk, r' = pm, r" =p*(p a prime, Bmán). To do so, we

need the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. // K, K', L, L', M, M' are chain complexes of abelian groups,

s: fatf: K^>K', t: g^g': L-^L', and u: h~h': M^>M' are chain
homotopies and chain maps as indicated, then there is a chain homotopy

v: f®g®hmf'®g'®h': K® L® M-^K'® L'® M'

given by

vix® y® z)

= is®g® h+i- l)1*1/'® t® h+i- l)^ + ]ylf'®g'® u)ix®y® z).

The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

Lemma 2. Let K be the chain complex (ira dimensions 1 and 0 for con-

venience): Zia)-3Zia'), da = ra', r ?t 0; suppose r has a prime decomposi-

tion r = pi1 - • -pp; let K¡ (i = 1, • • -,t) be the chain complex (¿ra dimensions

land 0): Z(a¿) —»aZ(a¡), dai = p?a¡; then K is chain equivalent to the com-

plex £i=i#.-

Proof. Define /: Z'-^^K and g: K^Z'-iK by: ¿(a,-) = a; f0ia¡)

= ir/pfta'; gxia) = £'=iS;(r/p,r')a;, where £i-i8,(r/pf«) = 1; g0ia')

= zZti-is'a'i- It is easy to verify that / and g are chain maps and that fg = 1.

Define a chain homotopy S: (£,*¡-iK¡)o—»CCí-ilf«)i by

s(aj) = Z«Kr/Pft»jO«i - 2>,(>7pi'p;>)a,.
«V; •»

A direct calculation shows that dS + Sd = gf — 1.

Lemma 3. Let K, K', and K" be chain complexes as in the proof of Theo-

rem 2.2 (see p. 231) and suppose that (r,r',r") = 1; ¿Aera \HiK,m)\

® \HiK',m)\®{HiK",m)} = 0 = HiK® K'®K").

Proof.
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HAK, m) ® HAK', m) ® H AK", m) = Z(r,m) ® Z(r>) ® Zr,m) & ZWSM = 0;

hence {HiK,m)\®\HiK',m)}®{HiK",m)} = 0. The complexes K, K',

K" are free resolutions of Zr, Z/, Zr, respectively. Hence by definition

H¡iK® K'® K") = TripAZr,Zr,Zf.). But Trip„ = Zr® Z,,® ZK = 0. Trip2
is zero by Proposition 2.1 and Tripi is zero by Definition 4.1 of MacLane [6].

Now if K, K', and K" are the chain complexes as in the proof of Theorem

2.2 (seep. 231) with any nonzero r, r', r", then there are chain equivalences

/: K = Zi=iK,^K,g: Kf -EU**-»*', h: K" = ̂ UK'l^K", where
the Ki, K'i, K" are the complexes corresponding to prime decompositions

of r, r', r" as in Lemma 2. It follows from Lemma 1 that

/*:  \HiK,m)\^\HiK,m)\,

g*: {HiK',m))ç±\HiK',m)\,

h,: \HiK",m))^\HiK",m)\,

and

if® g® h)*: HiK® K' ® K") & #(X® X' ® K").

Consider the diagram:

! HiK, m)}®{ HiK',m)} ® j HiK", m)} X HiK ® K'® K")

(i) f*® g*® A* if®  g®   k):

\HiK,m))®{HiK',m))®{HiK",m)\^HiK®K'®K").

The vertical maps are isomorphisms and all the functors in the diagram

commute with direct sums. If Theorem 2.2 is true in the case r = pk, r' = pm,

r" = p", it follows from Lemma 3 that the map F in the top row is an iso-

morphism; (since all the functors involved are symmetric in X, X', K" it

is permissible to assume k ^ m ^ n). Thus in order to prove that the map

F in the bottom row is an isomorphism, we need only show that the diagram

is commutative. To do this it suffices by Lemma 3 to show that for each

i (i = l,...,i) the diagram (i) with X, X', K" replaced by X, Ki, K'{

is commutative. This fact is readily verified. Consequently, it suffices for

the proof of Theorem 2.2 to assume r = pk, r' = pm, r" = pn (p prime,

k ¿ m ^ n).

Under these hypotheses we must show that every element of ^mioHiK, m)

® HiK',m) ® HiK",m) is identified (modulo the subgroup S) with an ele-

ment of the group (i) on p. 232. We shall indicate how this is done in a few

cases and leave the rest to the reader. The maps A and p are as described

on p. 232

The group HxiK,m)® HxiK',m)® HxiK",m) is zero unless ir,r',r",m)

> 1. Let c = ir,r',r"); then ic,m) = ir,r',r",m). Let m be such that ic,m)
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> 1 and use the notation: v(m/(r,m)a® lm) = a, vim/ir',m)b® U = b,

vim/ir",m)c® 1J = c, via® l(m>c)) = S, vib® l{m,c)) = b, vie® l(m,c)) =■ c~.

Thenwehave: HX(K, m) = Zim:r)(a) = Z(miC)<J(ä), where d= im/im,c),r/im,c)),

HxiK, im,c)) = Z(m,c)(â),   and  pm'c)ia) = aa. Similarly  we  have

HyiK', m) = Zyy,m)ib) = Z{m,c)Ab),   HxiK', (m,c)) = Z(m,c)(6),

where d' = im/im,c),r'/im,c)) and n^ib) = d'b; Hx(K",m) = Z(r*,m)(c)

= Z{m,c)d'(c), Hx(K",(m,c)) = Z(m,c)(c), where d" = (m/(m,c),r"/(m,c)) and

M<r>(c) = d"c:
Since id,d',d") = 1, there exist integers e, e', e" such that ed + e'd'

+ e"d" = l. This implies that every element of HxiK,m) ® HxiK',m)

® HxiK",m) can be written as a multiple of the element eda®b®c

+ a® e'd'b® cT+ä® b® e"d"cT. The first element of this sum can also

be written as

edâ® b® c = ep^ia) ®b®F=±ea® Xfm,c)(6) ® X^ic),

by reason of (3) in Definition 2.2 ( = means congruent modulo the sub-

group S); the latter element is an element of HxiK, im,c)) ® HxiK', im,c))

® HX(K",(m,c)); similarly for other elements of the sum.

Thus we have shown that every element of the group HX(K, m) ® Hx(K',m)

® Hx(K",m) (for (m,c) > 1) is identified (modS) with an element of some

Hx(K,h) ® Hx(K',h) ® Hx(K",h), where ra|c. In this case the map Xch (for

either K or K') is just the canonical projection ir£: Zc^>Zh. Hence every

generator of Hx(K,h) ® Hx(K',h) ® HX(K",h) can be written in the form

Xlx® Xchy® z = ± x® y® phcz (by (1) of Definition 2.2); the latter is an ele-

ment of Hx(K,c)® Hx(K',c)® Hx(K",c). Thus we have shown that for

m > 0 every element of the group Hx(K,m) ® HX(K',m) ® HX(K",m) is

identified (modS) with an element of the group Hx(K,pk) ® Hx(K',pk)
® Hx(K",pk)   (for  c = (r,r',r") = (pk,pm,pn) = pk).

Using the same general method—but now for two factors instead of

three—one shows that for m > 0 every element of Hx(K,m) ® Hx(K',m)

® H0(K",m) is identified (modS) with an element of Hx(K,(r,r'))

® Hx(K',(r,r'))® H0(K",(r,r')). Repeating the procedure for Hx(K,m)

® Ho(K',m) ® Hx(K",m) and H0(K,m) ® Hx(K',m) ® Hx(K",m) and using

relation (4) of Definition 2.2 we conclude that every element of total degree

2 in ZmëoH(K,m)® H(K',m)® H(K",m) is identified (modS) with
an element of the group:

Hx(K,pk) ® Hx(K',pk) ® H0(K",pk) + Hx(K,pk) ® H0(K',pk) ® Hx(K",pk).

The other identifications are made in a similar (but usually less compli-

cated) fashion and are omitted here. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
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